We describe a parallel algorithm for testing a graph for planarity, and for finding an embedding of a planar graph.
Introduction
Planarity is a classical property of graphs, dating back to 1736, when Euler formulated the concept. A drawing of a graph on a plane in which no edges cross is called a planar embedding. A graph for which·such an embedding exists is called a planar graph. The search for an efficient algorithm to decide planarity and find a planar embedding culminated in Hopcroft and Tarjan's linear-time algorithm ([6] ).
Continuing in this tradition, we have developed an efficient parallel algorithm for this problem. Our new algorithm finds a planar embedding for an ",-node graph (or reports that none exists) in 0(log2",) time using only", processors of an exclusive-write, concurrent-read P-RAM ([5] ).1 Thus it achieves near-optimal speedup.
In contrast, the previous best parallel algorithm for testing planarity, due to Ja'Ja ' and Simon ([7] ), reduced the problem to solving linear systems, and hence required at least M(n) total operations (time x number of processors), where M(n) is the number of operations required to multiply two n x n matrices. Ja'Ja' and Simon's algorithm was important because ·Research supported by an ONR Graduate Fellowship. tR.search supported by Office of Naval Research contract NOOOI4-80-C-0647 and National Science Foundation Grant DCR-85-03251. 1 We assume this model through this paper.
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Computer Science Department Duke University and Mathematical Sciences Research Institute Berkeley, California it showed that planarity could be decided quickly in parallel. However, such a large processor bound makes their algorithm infeasible. Moreover, their algorithm found a planar embedding for triconnected graphs but not for arbitrary graphs. In [11] , Miller and Reif showed how embeddings found by Ja'Ja' and Simon's algorithm could be combined to find an embedding for an arbitrary graph. However, the processor bound for Miller and Reif's algorithm was no better than that of Ja'Ja' and Simon's. The inspiration for our parallel algorithm is a highly efficient sequential algorithm resulting from the combined work of Lempel, Even, and Cederbaum ([8] ), Even and Tarjan ([4] ), and Booth and Lueker ([2] ). One essential ingredient we use from the work of Lempel, Even, and Cederbaum is that in building an embedding for a graph, premature committment to a particular embedding of a subgraph should be avoided. Instead, we use a data structure called a PQ-tree, due to Booth and Lueker, to represent all embeddings of each subgraph. We introduce some new operations for the parallel manipulation of PQ-trees, and use the parallel tree contraction technique of [11] to help implement these operations.
Our parallel algorithm differs significantly from the sequential algorithm that inspired it. The sequential algorithm extended an embedding node by node. In contrast, we use a divide-and-conquer strategy, computing embeddings for subgraphs and combining them to form embeddings of larger subgraphs. To handle the numerous complications that arise in carrying out this approach, we are forced to generalize the approach of Lempel, Even, and Cederbaum. In Section 2, we discuss the PQ-tree data structure. In Subsection 2.1, we give definitions of PQ-trees and the new operations on them: multiple reduction, intersection, and join. We show how these operations may be implemented in parallel in Subsections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. In Section 3, we discuss the problem of planarity. In Subsection 3.1, we give some definitions and results concerning embeddings of graphs. In Subsection 3.2, we describe our parallel planarity algorithm.
2 Parallel PQ-Tree Algorithms
PQ-tree Definitions
In our planarity algorithm, we will need to represent large sets of sequences of sets of edges. These sets are too large to represent explicitly, so we make use of an efficient data structure, the PQ-tree, due to Booth and Lueker ([2] ). In this section, we define the PQ-treeand some operations on it, and show how these operations may be carried out efficiently in parallel. We freely adapt the terminology of [2] to suit our needs.
A PQ-tree over the ground set S is a tree with two kinds of internal nodes, P-nodes and Q-nodes. Every internal node has at least two children, so the number of internal nodes is no more than the number of leaves. The children of each internal node are ordered. The leaves are just the elements of S. Throughout this section, n will denote the cardinality of
S.
For concreteness, we will assume that a PQ-tree is represented by a pointer structure as follows: each node has a pointer to its parent, its left sibling, its right sibling, its leftmost child, and its rightmost child (using null pointers where necessary). This representation permits constant time insertion and deletion of consecutive sequences of children by a single processor.
A PQ-tree is used to represent certain classes of linear orderings of its ground set S. Let T be a PQ-tree over S. We will denote by L(T) the set of linear orders represented by T, and say that T generate, L (T) . One element of L (T) is obtained by reading off the leaves left to right in the order in which they appear in T. This is called the frontier of T, and written freT). The other elements are those linear orders obtained in the same way from all trees T' equivalent to T. We say T' is equivalent to T if T' can be transformed into T by a sequence of transformations. The permissible equivalence transformations are:
(1) the order of children of a Q-node may be reversed (we say the Q-node is Jl,ipped), and (2) the children of a P-node may be arbitrarily reordered.
We write T'~T if T' is equivalent to T.
Note that for a node with only two children, the only possible reordering of its children is a reversal. Thus if a node haa two children, it makes no difference whether it is a P-node or a Q-node. We shall automatically consider any node with two children to be a Q-node.
Since there is no way a PQ-tree over a non-empty ground set can represent the empty set of orderings, we use a special null tree, denoted by T n .lI, to represent this empty set.
If v is any node of some PQ-tree T, the subtree rooted at v is itself a PQ-tree, whose ground set is the set leatU~'T(v) of leaves below v. Say that v generate, the set of linear orderings of leave,(v) generated by the subtree rooted at v. The frontier of v (in T) is just the frontier of the subtree of T rooted at v, and is written Ir2 '(v) . We write leave,(v) for leaveIT (v) and Irev) for /r T ( v) when the choice of T is clear.
Note: Throughout this section, we use the terms de,cendent and ance,tor to refer to non-proper descendents and ancestors, unless otherwise specified. That is, v is its own descendent and its own ancestor. An endpoint of a linear ordering is either a leftmost or a rightmost element. The parent of v is denoted by p(v).
Let A be a subset of the ground set S. give an algorithm REDUCE (T,A) which modifies T to get 1'.
Their algorithm works in time proportional to the cardinality of A. Note that if no ordering generated by T satisfies A, the reduction l' is just the null tree.
For applications to parallel algorithms, it is useful to be able to reduce a PQ-tree with respect to many disjoint sets Al, ... ,Al; simultaneously. We let w (T,{Al, ... ,Al;}) 
In Subsection 2.2, we give a parallel algorithm for "multiple" reduction, MREDUCE (T, {Al, ... ,Ai}) , which modifies T to obtain a PQ-tree t such that L(t) = WeT, {A l , ... ,A,}) if the A.'s are disjoint. (Any ordering automatically sati8fies a singleton set.) Theorem 2.1 MREDUCE can be co~puted in O(logn) time wing n proce"or,.
Next we make some observations and introduce some terminology useful to the algorithms in this section. Suppose that a node v of a PQ-tree has children v1 ••• v. in order. To "insert" a node u between v and a consecutive subsequence vI' ••• v, of its children is to make u the ptll. child of v, and let the children of u be vp ••• V 9 in order. Note that this operation doe8 not change the frontier of any node of the PQ-tree.
If each ordering l e L(T) satisfie8 A, the part of the tree "pertinent" to the set A i8 "contiguous," in a sense described below. Let ICGT(A) 
We next define a new operation on PQ-trees, not considered in [2] . A PQ-tree T is the inter,ection of two PQ-tree8 T and T' over the same ground set if L(T) = L (T) n L(T'). In Subsection 2.3, we describe an algorithm INTERSECT (T, T ' ) for intersecting two PQ-trees using disjoint reduction as a subroutine. The algorithm modifies T' to be the intersection of the two original trees. Let R be the size of the ground set. Theorem 2.2 INTERSECT can 6e computed in 0(log2 n,) time wing R proce"or,.
Note that, like reduction, intersection can "fail," i.e. the result may be the null tree.
In our planarity algorithm, we will use PQ-trees to represent Cllclic orderings, rather than linear orderings. We next discuss this representation.
With each linear ordering~we associate the cyclic ordering co(~) obtained from~by letting the first element of~follow the last. Then the PQ-tree T represents the set of cyclic orderings CO (T) T' ,uch that CO(T') = CO (T) in which A U Band B U Care contiguow.
The modification of Lemma 2.2can be carried out easily (Le. in 0 (log n) time using n processors, where n is the size of the ground set). Details are to be found in the full paper. We call this modification ROTATE (A,B,C) ; it is used in the planarity algorithm.
In analogy to our terminology for linear orderings, we say a cyclic ordering u of S satisifies a subset A C S if the elements of A form a consecutive subsequence of u. It is desirable to "reduce" a PQ-tree used to represent a set of cyclic orderings.
The following lemma provides a condition under which our algorithm MREDUCE may be used: Suppose we have a PQ-tree T representing a. set of cyclic orderings, and we want to obtain a PQ-tree T' such that CO (T') = {u e CO (T) Suppose moreover that Sj -Ej is contiguous in Tj for j = 1, ... , k. We say that T is the join of To with CO(TIr,») . In Subsection 2.4, we describe a procedure for computing the join T, using reduction and intersection a.s 8ubroutines. the provisional join is guaranteed to be the correct join unlea, the correct join is the null tree. Having computed a provisional join, we can tJeri/fi that it is correct (i.e. determine whether the correct join is in fact the null tree) in 0 (log2 m) time using m processors, where m is the number of common elements E~IEil. In the planarity algorithm, we use the provisional join so as to quickly proceed to the next stage of the algorithm, and verify all joins simultaneously once the final stage is complete.
Reduction
In this subsection, we describe the algorithm MREDUCE.
For notational convenience, we summarize the disjoint sets AI, ... , Air, in a ·coloring" 6( v) We let lIf (T,6) 
,~satisfies every color defined by o}. Note that since any ordering automatically satisfies a singleton set, we can assume every element of S receives a color-each element not appearing in any Ai receives its own unique color. The algorithm consists of the following phases:
Pre-processing Phase: The coloring 6 of the ground elements is extended to a ·coloring" a of all the nodes of the PQ-tree T.
Phase A: P-nodes are processed and new nodes are inserted between each P-node and its children. The resulting PQ-tree is denoted by TA.
Phase B: Q-nodes are processed: their children are assigned labels and then some are flipped in accorda.nce with the labelling. The resulting PQ-tree is denoted by Ts.
Phase C: Certain sets of equivalence transformations are disallowed, by changing some Q-nodes into special nodes called R-nodes, to be defined later. The resulting tree is To.
Post-processing phase: Each of the R-nodes of the previous pha.se is eliminated and its children made children of its parent.
Note that pha.ses A and B may "fail,-in which case the reduced tree is just Tn.".
The structure of the proof is as follows: We first prove that L(T) ;2 L(TA) ;2 w (T,6) . It follows that W(TA,6) = w (T,6) . Since Ts~TA, L(Ts) = L(TA). Finally, we prove that L(To) = '11(Ts, 6) =' 11 (T,6) . Thus To generates exactly the desired orderings.
We first consider the pre-processing stage. The following terminology will be used throughout the proof. For an internal where c. is the new color we associated with tI in defining /1(.).
For a PQ-tree T', if WI and WA: are the leftmost and rightmost elements, respectively, of /r'1"(v), let~[v] = 1. (6(Wl» andrT'[v] =h.. (6(W1». LettrT'[v] = (tT'[v),rT'[v) ). We leave out the subscript T' when the choice of PQ-tree is clear. We according to the following cases:
• If two colora are incomplete at v, then Cl and C2 are these colora.
• If only one color c is incomplete at v but c does not cover v, then Cl =c and C2 is a new color c., unique to v.
• If one color c is incomplete at v and covers v, then CI = C2 = c.
• If no colors are incomplete at tJ, then Cl = C2 =c., the new color unique to v. If the two colors c1 and C2 assigned to v are distinct (i.e. in the first two cases), we say that v is orientable.
For a color c, let choose one of the two orientations of X arbitrarily.
Reorder the children of v 80 that the nodes of X are consecutive, and insert a new Q-node between these nodes and tI. 6 Reorder the children of v to make· consecutive the set of children at which no color in INC(tI) is incomplete, and insert a new P-node f) between these children and v.
7 Rename tI to be a Q-node.
Lemma~.8 No P-node olT
proof A node tI that was a P-node in T is a Q-node in TA.
A node We created in phase A is covered by c. Suppose the color c is incomplete at. a node f) created in phase A. It follows node tJ of T, say a color is complete at v if all the leaves with that color are descendents of v. Say a color is incomplete at tJ if some, but not all, of the leaves of that color are descendents of tJ. Say that a color cover, v if all the leaves below tJ are of that color, and that v is uncovered if no color covers tJ.
Note that for any T'~T with a node tJ, fr'l'l(tJ) is a consecutive subsequence of Ir (T') . If in addition Ir (T' ) satisfies the color c e INC(v) , then the c-colored ground elements form a consecutive subsequence r of freT'). Since c e INC(v), fr(v) and r overlap, but /r(tI) does not contain r. These considera.-tions yield the following lemmas:
Lemma~.4 II/r (T') ,ati,fie, c e INC(v) 
If at any node, the number of incomplete colors turns out to exceed two, the processor at that node should set a flag signifying failure. After the computation completes, it can be determined in O(log,,) time whether any processor has set a failure flag. If so, the result of the reduction is Tn.". Otherwise, having computed INC(·), we can check T for violations of Lemma 2.5. For each internal node tI, and each color c incomplete at a child of v, we can in parallel count the number of uncovered children of v with color c. If the number exceeds two, the processor at tI should set a flag signifying failure.
If the above two computations succeed, we can proceed with extending the coloring. The new coloring J1 will assign each node v a pair of colors that C is incomplete at a child u of f). If c is complete at tJ, so there must be some child w of tJ at which c is incomplete, which would mean that the color c appeared in two different color chains-a contradiction. If c were incomplete at v, then u would have remained a child of v in step A6. We conclude that no color is incomplete at f). 0 Lemma 2.9 Every P-node u in TA latisfiel (1) proof A node We is covered by c, and hence trivially satisfies both (1) and condition (b). A node f) has no incomplete colors (as shown in the proof of Lemma 2.8), and hence trivially satisfies (1) . To show that f) satisfies condition (b), note that no color appears in the frontier of two different children of f) (else the color would be incomplete at each of the children and hence appear in two distinct color chains-a contradiction). 0 Lemma 2.10 L(TA)~L (T) .
proof Note that for every node tJ of T, leavesTA (v) = leavesT(v) . Moreover, every node tJ that is a Q-node in T is also a Q-node in TA, and the order of v's children is the same in T and TA. It follows that
• there is a PQ-tree T'~T with Ir(T') = Ir (T A ) , and
• any equivalence transformation that may be applied to TA may also be applied to T'. This proves the lemma. 0 Lemma 2.11 L(TA);2 W (T,c5) . proof sketch Given any T'~T such that Ir (T' ) satisfies all colors, we use Corollary 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 to show that T' may be modified (while preserving its frontier) to obtain a PQ-tree T~~T A • 0
Having processed the P-nodes in phase A, we focus entirely on Q-nodes in phase B. We now give an informal description of phase B. The goal of phase B is to rearrangle the PQ-tree so that each node tJ satisfies (1) 
It is useful to think of LR[Vi] = (Cl' C2) as a "request" that Vi a.dopt the orientation (CI' C2) if the order of V's children remains unchanged, and adopt the orientation (C2' Cl) if V flips.
In steps B5 through B7, the requests are fulfilled. Each orientable node V compares the request it received (LR [tJ] ) to its "idea" of its current orientation (LR [v] ) and sets OPP [v] to true if there is a discrepancy. Then each node computes the parity (REV [v] ) of the number of discrepancies along the path from itself to the root, and flips if the number of discrepancies is odd. This ensure that if there is a discrepancy between LRlv] and LR [v) , either tJ or its parent flips. Th.us in the resulting tree Ts, all discrepancies will have been resolved. This is the meaning of Lemma 2.12.
It can be proved that Ir(T6) satisfies all colors. But we can say more. In fact, flips may be permitted which do not reintroduce discrepancies. Thus if an orientable node v flips, its parent must also flip, and vice versa. This is the meaning of equation (5) The implementation of phase B uses only elementary techniques. In particular, step B2 can be done using ideas from the proof of Corollary 2.3. Note also that step B6 of phase B can be done using standard parallel pointer-hopping techniques.
For a Q-node or R-node v in PQ-trees TI and T2 , define T I flip" T 2 to be true if the order of children of v in T1 is the reverse of the order in T 2 , Ialle if the order is the same, and ill-defined otherwise. Note that
if all three predicates are defined.
The following lemma captures the effect of the flips performed in step B7 of phase B. REV[p(v») . The lemma follows. 0
The following lemma states that the frontier of a tree satisfies every color iff every request is fulfilled in that tree. proor In view of Lemma 2.12, (4) is equivalent to (4) proor Assuming that (4) holds for every orientable child v of u, and that LR [v] is chosen in accordance with step B2 of phase B, it follows that (1) and condition (b) hold for u, and hence that IrT' (u) satisfies every color, by Lemma 2.7. On IJ the other hand, a violation of (4) would mean a violation of either (1) or condition (b). 0
Note that it follows from the proof that if phase B fails, there is no ordering generated by TA satisfying all colon.
The following lemma state8 that if no discrepancies are introduced below a node of a tree, that node's "idea-of its own orientation is correct. 
= (fal,e) EI1 (laI,e)
We use (6) to substitute for the left-hand side, yielding (5), it is useful to invent a new kind of node, an R-nocle. A "legal-set of equivalence transformations. on a PQ-tree with R-nodes is a set which flips each R-node if and only if it flips the parent of the R-node. In this sense, an R-node "follows the lead-of its parent node. (An R-node is not permitted to be the child of a P-node, only of a Q-node or another R-node.)
Another way to view an R-node is as a notational device for signifying that the R-node's children should be inserted into the sequence of its parent's children. An R-node may be and with respect to the disjoint sets
Join
In this section, we show how to compute the join of two PQtrees. The reader is referred to Subsection 2.1 for notation and definitions.
(S) (7) 14 Segregate T' with respect to A, and let tJ' = lcaTI(A). IS Restore the edges removed in step 16.
INTERSECT(T, T'):
11 If T has only one node, return. 12 Find a good separator tJ of T, with children tJl ... tJ•.
Set A = leatJesT(tJ), and Ai = leatJesT(tJi) for i = 1, ... ,s. (7) and (S) if v is a Q-node. But an ordering~of the ground set of T satisfies each of these sets defined by each internal node v of T iff~e L (T) . It follows that the intersection procedure is correct.
The time for each recursive call is dominated by the time for reduction, which is O(log n) if n processors are used, where n is the number of nodes. The recursive calls on the subtrees may be done in parallel; the node sets of the various subtrees are disjoint, so we may again assign one processor per node. Because a good separator is used in step 12, the recursion depth~log n. Hence the total time is 0(log 2 n).
This concludes our description of the intersection algorithm and the proof of Theorem 2.3. 0
If T is segregated with respect to A, we let TIA denote the subtree rooted at Ica(A). Let TIA denote the result of deleting the nodes of TIA from T.
The algorithm for PQ-tree intersection follows:
In this subsection, we give an algorithm for intersecting a pair of PQ-trees. First, a tool for manipulating trees: A node tJ of a tree T with m~2 nodes is called a good ,eparator if removing from T the edges between tJ and its children leaves disconnected subtrees each having~m/2 nodes. Using parallel tree contraction, it is easy to obtain: Lemma 2.1'1 A good ,eparator lor a tree with m~2 node, can be found in O(logm) time wing m proce"or,.
Next, some PQ-tree manipulation Suppose that A is contiguous in T. To ,egregate T with respect to A is to ensure that in addition A = leatJes(lca(A», possibly by inserting an R-node between the children tJp ••• tJ f and tJ if necessary. Segregation does not change the set of linear orderings generated. Moreover, segregation can be carried out within the same time bounds as reduction, for a suitable representation of PQ-trees.
Intersection
In view of Lemma 2.15, this completes the proof. 0
It remains to obtain a PQ-tree T such that L(T) = L(Ta)
and l' has no R-nodes. We can accomplish this in O(log n) time using n processors as follows: First compute a preorder numbering of To (using techniques in [12] ). Now, by use of parallel pointer-hopping techniques, each child tJ of an R-node can determine its lowest Q-node ancestor. This will be tJ's new parent. Each Q-node can use the preorder numbering to sort all its new children to obtain the proper order for them.
The resulting tree t generates the same orderings as To, but has no R-nodes.
This completes the description of the disjoint-reduction algorithm and the proof of Theorem 2.1.
iff for each orientable node tJ, eliminated and its children reattached to its parent without disturbing their order; the resulting tree generates exactly the same set of orderings. R-nodes are merely a notational and computational convenience-they do not enhance the expressibility of PQ-trees.
In order to ensure that (5) holds for every orientable node tI, we merely carry out phase C:
For each orientable node tJ, rename tJ to be an R-node.
Let To be the result of phase C. 
{co(/r(T'» : T'~T and T' flips T =lol,e}
= i(A'l'o,Bl xB'l',.,Bl)
{co(/r(T'» : T'~T and T' flips T =true} = ;(B2' o ,1111 x An ,lilt )
where T is the PQ-tree resulting from step J5. Again we obtain CO(T) =;(J).
Each step in the above procedure takes at most O(log ,,) time using " processors except for step J2, which takes 0(log2 m) time.
We next consider the computation of the "provisional-join. The reason that Itep J2 takes 0(log 2 m) time is that intersection consists of a number of stages. Each stage involves a constant number of reductions. In each stage a good separator Is found, further separating the tree. To reduce the time or step J2 to O(logm), we modify the subtree TjlEj which s separated during intersection so that only two stages are eeded.
Let TID denote the subtree TjlEj, and suppose its root r has hildren VI, ••• , V. in order. Before initiating the join proce.
ure, we construct a replacement subtree TE by assigning Vi parent to all the elements of leat/eSTj(vi), for i = 1, •.. ,8.
We do not change the type of r, so if r is an R-node in TB, t remains an R-node in TID. In the first stage of intersecion, choose r as a separator, separating each Vi from r. In he second stage (which operates in parallel on each vi-rooted ubtree), choose Vi. With this modification, the tree is fully eparated in only two stages, so the intersection step (step J2) akes only o(log n) time.
To see that if the join is not Tn.U, the modified algorithm ields the same join as the unmodified algorithm, note that he replacement subtree TE has the following property:
• For any ordering l' of Ej, if l' = Ir (TIc) The lemma captures the limited interaction between the induced ordering on E and the induced ordering on the rest of the ground set of Tj one may be chosen almo,t independently of the other (i.e. up to a flip) if T is E-rigid, or entirely independently ifT is E-hinged. It can be determined whether T is E-rigid or E-hinged in 0 (log,,) time using "processors: assuming T has no R-nodes, T is E-rigid iff IctJT(E) has at least two children VI and t12 luch that letJve,(vl) and letJves(v2) contain elements outside E. Note that if T is E-rigid, and T is segregated with respect to E, then IctJ(E) must be an R-node.
We assume for the following procedure that To, ••• ,Tl are PQ-trees over the ground sets 8 0 , ••• , 81 respectively, and that for i = 1, ... , Ie, Ei = So n Si is contiguous in To and Ti, and Si -Ei is also contiguous in Ti. Aleo, we assume that for 1~i < i~Ie, Si n Sj = 0.
We first describe a method for computing the join of To with Tl, ... ,Tl in 0(log2 n) time using n processors (where n =E~ISil). Then we discuss how to compute a "provisionaljoin in O(log n) time and n processors; i.e. compute a PQ-tree T that. is the correct join unless the correct join Is actually Tn.n. We can verify that the provisional join is correct in 0(log 2 m) time using m processors, where m = E~Eil.
Preliminaries 3 Planarity Testing
Unleu otherwise specified, the term "graph· will be used to refer to an undirected multigraph (i.e. permitting multiple edges between nodes) with no self-loops. An edge is not determined by its endpoints; indeed, there may be many edges sharing the same endpoints. For a connected node-induced subgraph H of a graph G, the contraction of H in G yields a graph denoted G/ H in which all nodel of H have been identified to form a new node h, all edges of H have been removed, and all other edges of G having a node of H as endpoint now have II, as endpoint.
where m=number of edges, n=number of nodes, I=number of faces, and c=number of connected components.
Given the embedded graph (G, .), we define its dual (G* ,,..*) to be the embedded (mult-) graph derived from (G,.) as follows: The nodes of G* are the faces of (G,1I"). For each dart ("1, e, "2) of G, there is a dart (VI, e, V2)* = (fl' e*, f2) in G*, where Ii is the face containing Vi. The embedding 11"* of G* is derived from t by substituting for each dart (u, e, t1) its dual (u, e, v)*. For a set E of edges of G, let E* denote the set of dual edges in G*.
The Algorithm
Our main theorem is Theorem 3.1 A graph unth n node' and no multiple edge, can be tested /or planarity in o(log2 n) time wing n proce"or,. 1/
If E is a subset of the edges of a connected planar embedded graph (G, ".), we let (G,,,.) -E denote the embedded graph obtained from (G,,,.) by deleting the edges of E from G and deleting the corresponding darts from'll", and removing from G any resulting isolated nodes. Let G be a connected graph with a connected node-induced subgraph H. We say that H is bound in G if G -H is connected. We call an edge e of G linking edge of H if exactly one endpoint of e is in H. That endpoint is called the edge's linang point, and the endpoint not in H is called the edge's out,ide point. Let linlc(H) be the set of linking edges of H.
The following lemma states that the contraction of a subgraph bound in a planar· embedded graph results in a planar embedded graph. Lemma 1.1 1/H i, bound in the planar embedded graph (G,,...) and the ,et 0/ edge, 0/ H i, E, then (G*, ",*) -E* i, connected and it, dual (G', ",') hal aI it, underl1/ing graph G' the contracted graph G/H. In accordance with Lemma 3.1, we say the contraction of a subgraph H of G is proper if H is bound in G.
If H is bound in G, each planar embedding '" of G determines a cyclic ordering of link (H), namely the h,-cycle of the embedding w' of G/H defined in Lemma 3.1 (where H is contracted to h). The cyclic orderings of linlc (H) 
Edmonds ([3] ) showed the equivalence between the topological definition of an embedding of a graph and a combinatorial definition. We ule the latter here.
For a graph G, we associate with each edge e that has endpoints u and v two directed dart, (u, e, v) and (v, e, u) . An embedding of G il a permutation ". of the set of darts such that ,.. has exactly one cycle 0'. (called the v-crcle of ".) for each node v of G, consisting of the darts outgoing from v. To define the faces of the embedding ,.., we define another permutation t of the set of darts so that i[(u, e, v)] = ". [(v, e, u) ]. Then the cycles of t are the /ace, of the embedding ".. We add an additional "empty· face for each isolated node of G.
We say that,.. is a planar embedding and (G,,,.) is a planar embedded graph if Euler's formula is satisfied:
It follows that in step J4, every node of Ti is flipped in the modified algorithm iff every node of Ti is flipped in the original algorithm. After step J4, the algorithm proceeds the same in both cases.
To verify a provisional join, we must carry out step J2 using the original subtree TilEi. For each; (; = 1, ... , k), the intersection takes 0(log2 IEil) time using O(IEil) processors. If all intersections are done in parallel, the time is 0(log2 EtlEil) and the number of processors is O(EtIEil).
The following lemma is a simple consequence of our procedure for the join: This completes our description of the join operation.
the graph i, planar, a combinatorial repre,entation 0/ a planar embedding can be found within the ,ame boundl.
The basic strategy of our planarity-testing algorithm is to process the graph "from the bottom up,· starting with embeddings of individual nodes and ending with embeddings of the whole graph. A basic step in the algorithm is combining embeddings of subgraphs to form an embedding of the larger subgraph. We cannot merely choose a single embedding for each subgraph, for the embeddings of two subgraphs might be chosen to be inconsistent, preventing the embeddings from being combined. Instead, we use PQ-trees to represent the set of all embeddings of each subgraph. Once the planaritytesting algorithm succeeds, a "top-down-process can obtain a combinatorial embedding of the graph from the PQ-trees just computed.
Note that it is sufficient to achieve 0(log2,,) time using O(n) processors, for we can then reduce the number of processors by a constant factor at the expense of a constant factor increase in the time bound. Also, it follows from Euler's formula that if an n-node graph G with no multiple edges or self-loops has more than 3" edges, it is not planar, and our planarity-testing algorithm may immediately reject it. We assume therefore that G has m~3n edges; the processor bound for our algorithm will be Oem) =O(n).
The first step of the algorithm is to find the biconnected components of the input graph: We therefore assume for the remainder of this section that G is biconnected.
The second step is to find an at-numbering for G. An assignment of distinct integers to the nodes of G is called an st-numbering 8 if two adjacent nodes a and t are the lowestand highest-numbered, respectively, and every other node is adjacent to both a lower-numbered and a higher-numbered node. Note that an at-numbering of G induces a direction on the edges of G-namely, an edge points toward its highernumbered endpoint. Accordingly, we call an edge incident to v an incoming edge if its other endpoint is numbered lower than v, an outgoing edge if its other endpoint is numbered higher than v. Let inCv) be the set of incoming edges of v, and let out(v) be the set of outgoing edges. The important 2This algorithm works in O(logn) time on a concurrent-write model of parallel computation. However, the algorithm may be run on a weaker model with exclusive-write at a 0 (log n) factor increase in the time bound, using a simulation result of Viskin ([18] ) and the fact that sorting may be done in 0 (log n) time using n processors on this weaker model. 8As originally defined, an .t-numbering was an assignment of integers from 1 to n to the n nodes, but we find it convenient to make this minor change.
fact about an at-numbering is that in the resulting directed acyclic graph, for every node v, there is a directed path from 8 to t through v.
Lemma I. 'I [8} 1/ G i, biconnected, then G has an atnumberin,. In [4] , Even and Tarjan give a linear-time sequential algorithm for finding an at-numbering. This algorithm do. not seem parallelizable. Fortunately, Maon, Schieber, and Vi.hkin have an efficient way to find an at-numbering in parallel, based in part on the parallel ear-decomposition technique of Lovasl ([9) . Theorem 3.2 [10} Given a biconnected graph G on " node. and m edge" and an ed,e {a, t}, an at-numberin, can be found in 0(log2 n) time on m + " proce"or,·.
Note: In this section, we make use of the notation that identifies a set of nodes with the subgraph induced by that set of nodes.
The remainder of our planarity algorithm may be viewed as a contraction procell on the at-numbered graph, taking place over a series of stages. We start with the original ,t-numbered graph a(O) = G. In the i th stage, we choose a collection of bound subgraphs of the graph G(I) in accordance with the ,tnumbering. We contract these subgraphs, and we update the at-numbering, producing the graph G(I+l G(I) may have multiple edges with the same endpoint•• The reason is that two nodel adjacent to a common node u may have been identified to form a node v, in which case the node v will have two edges to u.
We choose our bound subgraphs to contract at each stage i so that
• Neither a nor t is ever identified with any other node;
i.e. ,ei) = a and tel) = t for all i.
• For each node t1 :F a, t in Gi, the subgraph H(v) permits a PQ-tree representation of the set of its embeddings.
• The st-numbering is easy to update, following contraction of edges.
• Only o(log n) stages are needed.
We first show how the subgraphl are chosen, and prove that our method of choosing subgraphs has the above properties. Then we describe the method for representing the set of embeddings of a subgraph with a PQ-tree, and show how this representation is updated when edges are contracted. Finally, we show how to obtain an embedding of the original graph G.
To ensure that only O(logn) stages are needed, we use a sequence of four stages, called a phGle, to reduce the number of joinable nodel by a factor of two. In particular, during a phase every joinable node is identified with some other joinable ·See Note 2. node. Thus, if G(i) is the graph immediately preceeding the beginning of a phase, then for any joinable node v of G(i), IH(i)(V(i+"»1~2. This shows that each phase reduces the number of joinable nodes by a factor of two, so only flog n1 phases = 4 rlog n1stages are needed.
A phase has two parts, an s-rooted part and a t-rooted part, and each part consists of two subparts, a main stage and a clean-up stage.
For the s-rooted part of a phase, we construct a spanning tree of G(i) -{t} rooted at s. By the definition of stnumbering, every node v E G(i) other than sand t is adjacent to some lower-numbered node and to some higher-numbered node. For each such v, let its parent p(v) be the highestnumbered neighbor of v whose number is less than that of v. We thereby define a "multi-tree," a graph that would be a tree if multiple edges were identified. The root of the multi-tree is 8. Using parallel pointer-hopping, compute for each node v the distance from' to v in the multi-tree. Call a node "even" or "odd," according to whether this distance is even or odd.
In the main stage, we contract all edges connecting even nodes to their (necessarily odd) parents. In the clean-up stage, we contract all edges connecting odd leaves to their (necessarily non-leaf) parents, except for those leaves whose parent is s. In each case, we identify children with parent and assign to the resulting node the parent's number.
The t-rooted part of a phase is similar; the parent of v is chosen to be the lowest-numbered neighbor of v with a higher number than v. Analogous properties hold of this part of the phase.
Note the following properties: (a) There are no edges between children of the same parent.
(b) Edges are directed from parent to child during the ,-rooted part and from child to parent during the t-rooted part. (c) Each node adjacent to some lower-numbered node other than, is either a parent or a child during one of the two 8tages in the ,-rooted part. Each node adjacent to some higher-numbered node other than t is either a parent or a child during one of the two stages in the t-rooted part. (T(v» = 0'(v) , and • inCv) and out(v) are contiguous in T( v).
If v E G(O), we can directly construct a valid PQ-tree T(v).
For in this case H(v) = {v}, so any cyclic ordering of the edges incident to v is an arrangement of v, provided that the incoming edges are consecutive and the outgoing edges are consecutive. In this case, therefore, we let T( v) be the tree whose root is a Q-node with two P-node children, Vin When T(v) is computed in parallel for each ve G(i+l), the resulting processor bound is E.ea(i+l) n(v), which is easily seen to be~2(number of edges in G(O). Since we assumed that the number of edges is~3n, the overall processor bound is O(n).
For the time bound, certainly ft(v) S " for every node v e
Steps PI and P3 can be computed in O(logn(v» time.
Step P2, however, takes time 0 (log 2 n( v». This is sufficient to prove Lemma 3.10.
We have shown how the planarity algorithm may be carried out in O(log3 n) time using O(n) processors. To improve the time bound to 0(log2 n) time, we reduce the time for step P2 from O(log2 n(v») time to O(logn(v)), by computing a "provisional" join (described in Subsection 2.4) that is correct unless the correct result is the null PQ-tree. This permits us to quickly proceed to step P3 and then to the next stage. We need not wait for the join to be verified, and C, cyclic orderings can be derived for each Ui that are consistent with u, with each other, and with an embedding of each H(Ui). Thus we may descend a single level of the contraction forest. We can go from one level to the next in O(logn) time using n processors, using sorting to find induced orderings. The forest has O(log,,) levels, so after 0(log2 n) time, we end up with cyclic orderings for each node v E G(O) other than 8 and t. By choosing appropriate orderings for 8 and t (as discussed before the statement of Lemma 3.10), we obtain an embedding of G(O).
